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1 Introduction 
In the nowlty /familiarity tlwory of indefinite and definite NP's that Heim 
( J 982) dewlops, then\ is a one-to on(· rnrrcspondenc<' bet ween the defiuitcrwss 
of an NP and the felicity conditions it is associatf'd with. 1 Two types of felicity 
conditions arc associated with definite and indefinite NP's, an index condition 
and a descriptive content condition, and taken together they provide necessary 
and sufficient conditions for definiteness and indf'liniteness. 
In this paper I will argue that the felicity conditions associated with defi-
nites and indefinit,·s v<1.ry both within a language and cross-linguistically. J will 
propose thiit the variation observed call be captured by distinguishing between 
strong and Wt>ak novelty and strong and weak familiarity. Strong novelty, cor-
responding to Heim's novdty, is construed as ,tssociation with novelty con-
ditions for th<" index and the descriptive content. Weak novelty is construed 
as association with a novelty condition for the index. Strong familiarity, cor-
responding to lleim 's familiarity, is construed as association with familiarity 
conditions for the index and the descriptive content. Weak familiarity is con-
strued as association with a familiarity condition for the descriptive content. 
The Pvidence for the disti11ction between strong and weak novelty corm's 
from two sources: (i) the existence of indcfinitt' NP's which may presuppose 
their dcsc-ripti\'(' rnnt('nt. (ii) tlw exist encl' of inddinitc NP's which r1cq11ire the 
11on-entailnwnt of their descript i\·c content. Barr' plmals in English i·xemplify 
the former type. and singular indefinites the latter. Similarly, the Pvidcnce for 
the distinct io11 between strong and weak familiarity comes from two sources: 
(i) the r·xistcnce of definite NP's which may he associated with a novel index, 
(ii) the existence of definite ."\P's which require that their index be familiar. 
Gre('k dPfinitc plurals f'Xemplify tlw former typf', and English dcfinites the 
lat lt'r. 
2 The Functional Reading of Bare Plurals 
In this section I will establi~b that English hare plurals exhibit a universal 
reading whkh arises both with individ1rnl-k1·d and stage-J.,vel predicates and 
cannot be straightforwardly attributed to the presence of a q11antifier. The 
reading is tied to a pr('supp(,sition of <'Xist<'11ce of a s1w<·ial kind and aris1•s in 
contexts which entail existence of that sort. l call this reading 'the functional 
1Thanh to Tony Davis, Donka Farkas, Mark Gawron, Bill Ladusaw. Louise :.1cNally, 
Chris Piii6n and Sandro Zucchi for very useful disc.ussions and for their rnmnwnts on oral 
presentations or previous version:-. of the papf'r. 
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reading' since, as will be shown in section 4, a contextually salient function is 
implicated in its analysis. 
2.1 The Indefiniteness Analysis of Bare Plurals 
In the analysis of bare plurals a.~ indefinite NP's, proposed by Krifka ( 1987) 
and Wilkinson (1988) and based on the treatment of indefinites in Kamp 
(1981) and Heim (1982), one type of genericity is reduced to the presence of 
an appropriate operator. The bifurcation in the readings of bare plurals noted 
by Carlson (1977) is a property shared by all indefinite NP's. The generic 
reading of singular and plural indefinites is a quantificational reading, arising 
when their corresponding variable is bound by a generic operator. The plural 
indefinite in (la) and the singular indefinite in (lb) are analyzed a.~ contribut-
ing a variable in the restriction of the implicit generic operator G, as in (2a). 
In (le), on the other hand, there is no operator and the indefinite is caught 
by existential closure, as in (2b). 
(I) a. Whales are mammals. 
b. A whale is a mammal. 
c. Whales are roaming the coast. 
(2) a. (Gx: whale(x)) mammal(x) 
b. 3,, (whale(x) & roam-the-coast(x)) 
The generic operator, as argued by Krifka (1987, 1988, 1990), has two 
properties that will play a role in the discussion to follow: it is adverbial and 
it has a modal dimension. Since the determination of the modal dimension is 
heavily context dependent the multiple ambiguity that we detect with generic 
adverbial quantifiers can be explained away if we take into account the context 
dependency of their modal base and ordering source (Kratzer 1981; Heim 
1982). The modal dimension of the generic operator also accounts for Dahl's 
(1975) observation that indefinite NP's are associated with a non-accidental 
generalization reading, under the assumption that an implicit generic operator 
is present, for example, in (3a) and (3b) but not in (3c). 
(3) a. A member of this club does not drink whisky. 
b. Members of this club do not drink whisky. 
c. The members of this club do not drink whisky. 
In what follows, I will adopt the analysis of bare plurals as indefinites 
but will show that besides their expected existential and generic readings bare 
plurals also have a reading in which they neither assert existence nor are bound 
by a quantifier. 
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2.2 Functional Reading with Individual-Level Predicates 
A prediction of the standard indefiniteness analysis is that the universal read-
ing of bare plurals arises only in quantificational contexts. A universal reading, 
however, arises in a wider range of contexts than those that can be uncontro-
versially assumed to be quantificational.2 Consider ( 4a) and three possible 
continuations, (4b) - (4d), and note that (4b) appears synonymous with (4c), 
not ( 4d). ( 4b ), unlike ( 4d ), does not make an existential assertion and like 
(4c) it seems to presuppose the existence of students in the actual world. 
(4) a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 
b. 	Students were aware of this fact/the danger. 
c. 	 The students were aware of this fact/the danger. 
d. 	 There were students who were aware of this fact/the danger. 
That the bare plural in ( 4b) lacks an existential reading is not surprising given 
that the predicate is individual-level. Rut is the universal reading due to the 
presence of an implicit generic operator'? If there is such an operator, then it 
must be distinct from the one commonly assumed to be present in standard 
cases of generic quantification. To begin with, there is no non-trivial modal 
dimension to the opera.tor: (-lb) expn:sses an actual and, moreover, accidental 
generalization. 
vVe might say that the operator is associated with a totally realistic modal 
base and a trivial ordering source,3 and that there are additional contextual 
restrictions limiting the domain of quantification to the students on the campus 
in UJS.S during the ghost's appearance. On that analysis, ( 4 b) would involve 
the quantificational structure in (.Sa) and it would end up expressing an actual 
generalization because the modal base would be determined by the context to 
be totally realistic and the ordering source trivial. 
(.5) a. (G,: student(.r) S: CR(1·)) be-aware(:r,p) 4 
b. 	 (·lb) is true in w relative to a totally realistic modal base Rw and 
a trivial ordering source :S:w iff for every .1· such that student(x) & 
CH(.r) is tnw in u· be-aware(.r,p) is also true in w. 
2 A more accurate description of the reading would be ·quasi-universal" given that excep-
tions do not sulfice to render the generalization expressed false. In what follows, the term 
'universal' is to be understood with this caveat. 
3 A totally realistic modal base is one which contains only the actual world, i.e., for all 
w 1 , w1 E R,,, iff u• 1 = w. A trivial ordering source is such that w 1 '.'o w for any w 1 and w. 
4 CR is a cover designation for the additional contextual restrictions. For the sake of 
concreteness, I have given the predicate be aware a proposition as its second argument but 
will not be conceriwd here with how the content of the propositional argument is construed. 
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Such an analysis, quite apart from raising the question of whether we can in 
general use the implicit generic operator with a totally realistic modal base 
and a trivial ordering source to make non-generic universal statements, would 
not be sufficient as there remain two major problems. First, in exactly the 
same context as that of ( 4b ), the singular indefinite has only an existential 
reading ( consider (6) ), hence the operator must somehow be prohibited from 
binding a variable contributed by a singular indefinite. 
(6) a. In 1985 there was a ghost haunting the campus. 
b. 	 A student was aware of the danger. 
Second, not any contextual restriction is possible. Specifically, there are 
contexts which provide extra information that could in principle constitute a 
further restriction on the domain of quantification but cannot be added to the 
restriction of the implicit operator. (7d) still expresses the same generalization 
as ( 4b) in the context of (7a) and (7b ), not the more contextually restricted 
one corresponding to 'every student in this dormitory'. The overt nominal 
quantifier in (7c), on the other hand, accepts the extra contextual restriction. 
(7) a. There is a ghost haunting the campus. 
b. There are 500 students in this dormitory. 
c. Every student is aware of the danger. 
d. Students are aware of the danger. 
Similarly, in a deictic context, like that of (8), the bare plural receives the 
same reading as (4b), not the more contextually restricted one picking out the 
perceptually salient students. 
(8) 	 Context: We know that there is a ghost haunting the campus. We are 
standing in front of the library and we can both see several students. 
Students are afraid to enter the library. 
Moreover, Krifka (1987) has argued on the basis of examples like (9) that 
nominal quantifiers are easily amenable to contextual restrictions ( consider 
(9b)) while adverbial quantifiers and the implicit generic operator are not, at 
least with respect to individuals (consider (9c) and (9d)). 
(9) a. (Out of the blue:) Every lion has a mane. (non-restricted) 
b. 	 There are lions and tigers in the cage. Every lion has a mane. 
(restricted or non-restricted) 
c. 	 There are lions and tigers in the cage. A lion always has a mane. 
(non-restricted only) 
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d. 	There are lions and tigers in the cage. A lion has a mane. 
(non-n·stricU·d only) 
Now, if the operator responsible for the universal reading of tlw bare plu-
ral in ( 4b) must accept cont<"xtual restrictions, it follows that (!Ob), as op-
posed to (10a) or (9d). must be ambiguous between a non-re,tricted and a 
restricted reading. The non-restricted rPading would be due to the regular im-
plicit generi, operator, tht> restri<:ted reading to the newly postulated implicit 
operator. However, only the non-restricted reading is available for both ( !Oa) 
and (10b). 
(10) a. There are lions and tigers in the cage. Lions always have a mane. 
b. Thne are lions and tigers in the cage. Lions have a mar1t'. 
To su111rn;;riz,, so far: if we assume the preseucc of ,HJ operator, (i) we 
must explaiu why it cannot biml the singular in<leti11ite, (1i) we must spell 
out the em1ditions for adn1issible contextual restrictions on the domain of 
quantification. 
2.3 Functional Reading with Contextually Restricted Adverbials 
Rare plurals can co-occur with certain contextually wstrid.ed propor1ional ad-
verbs of q11ant ificat.ion which presuppose the existence of the group forming the 
basis of the proportion and whose atomic parts they quantify over. The inter-
acti011 of bare plurals witl, such adverbs demonstrates that th{' constraints on 
the selection of appropriat<' contextual restrictions arc not determined entirely 
by the quantifi,•r hut depend on the indefiuik \'Pas well. Therefor<', even ifwe 
assimilated the special implicit opn;,tor to these adverbs, we wo11ld still han° 
to accou11I for the selective aOilllty of bare plurals with plural definite NP's. 
The barc plural in (llb). like the plmal definite in (Ile) and iu contrast to 
Ihe singulill' indefinite in (l l d) or the plural inclefinite in ( l le), is compatible 
with co11t,·xtually restri(lt>d proportional adq•rhs of quantification. The only 
possible reading for (lid) and {llc) is one in which mostly/for th, most part 
iln' predicate modifier~ sp(·cif.1·ir1g tl11' d<'gn><' of ;-;w;ueness.'' S11ch it reading is 
excluded in ( l l f) because of tlil' syntactic posit ioll of the ac!l-erb. h"ncc (] If) 
is unconditionally 11T1ac,eptable. 
( I 1) a. There is a ghost h,H!Tlt ing the campus. 
b. 	 Students are mostly/for the most part aware of the danger. 
c The st11dl'11ts arc mostly/for the most part ,1ware tlf the dart/';<'r. 
d. 	 (#) A student is mostly /for the most p;irt aware of the danger. 
5 The ( #) notation is meant to indicate that the sentences are unacceptable on the quan-
tificational reading for tl1e adn·rl,ial and acc<>ptahk on the prcdica1,· modifier reading. 
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e. 	 (#) Some students are mostly/for the most part aware of the dan-
/!,f'L 
f. 	 # A student/Some students for the most part is/are aware of the 
danger. 
g. 	 The students/Students for the most part are aware of the danger. 
The pattern in (1 I) shows that the distribution and interpretation of thf' ad-
verbials is not just ct matter of the plnrality of the a.,:rnmp,rnying NP, nur a 
matter of definiteness alone. The crucial factor for the felicity of (lib) and 
(Ile) is whether the previous context entails the existence of a group of stu-
dents which is to form the basis of the proportion for the adverbial quantifier. 
If (12) is the LF representation for (llb) and (Ile), students(X) ,rnd CR(X) 
constitute presupposed information in the restriction of the quantifier. 6 
(12) (.Ho;;f/y,_: 1· S"1 Xiv, s/1ult11!s(X) & Cll(X)) bc-011•arc(T,p) 
Th(• quest.ion is what kind of information should be entailed for th(' definite NP 
and for the bare plural '.\"P and what kinds of contexts entail it. In contexts 
mirroring those of (7), (8) and ( 10) contextual rf'strictions for the bare plural 
are again impossible. Consider ( 13), where only the non-contextually r<'stricted 
reading is possible for the bare plural giving rise to falsity, in fact while 
the contextually restricted reading is present for the definite NP. 
(13) a. There are lions aud tigers in this cage. 
b. The lions are mostly /for the most part old.  
c Lious ar1· mostly/for the rnost part old.  
In short, if we were to assume that the non-generic implicit operator is a 
proportional adverb of quantification, we could account for its incompatibility 
with the siugular indefinite but we would still have to specify what the right 
entailments of existence are an<l which contexts give rise to thl'm. 
2.4 F\rnctional Reading in Quautified Contexts 
The universal reading of bare plurals arises in overtly quantified contexts as 
well and the presupposition of existence shows the expected presupposition 
projection f"!fects. 
2.4.1 Adverbs of Quantification: Dependent Reading 
Consider ( 14 ). If Wt~ aualyze ( 14b) as in ( 15a), then the variable bound by the 
adverb of quantification must pick out the maxim,tl collection of students in 
each case, otherwise we would run into the proportion problem. For example, 
6 That th~sP are presupposed, as opposed to simply introduced in the restriction of the 
quantifier, can be seen by the lwluwior of the plural indefinite some .students. 
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if there have been four such appearances of a ghost, and during one of them the 
1rnmher of stndf'nts happened to excH:d the number of stndent.s nf the other 
three occasions taken together, then according to (15a) (14b) should be true, 
whereas intuitively ( 14b) is judged to be false. Alternatively, if we quantify 
over situations, as in (L5b), the situations must be individuated in such a way 
as to contain the maximal collection of students in each case. Or, if we assume 
that an implicit operator is also present, as in ( lfK) and (15d), we must ensure 
that it has narrow s,ope w.r.t. the adv1>rb of quantifi,ation. Note that (15c) 
gives us the wrong reading for ( 14b). 7 
(14) a. 	Ghosts havp occasionally haunted this campus. 
b. 	 Students were usually aware of the danger. 
(15) a. 	 ( l,'.sually, : student(.r) ,\'. be-on-campu., (x)) be-aware(.1·,p) 
b. 	 (Usually,: s: 3y,x(glwst(y) & bf-Orl-campus(y,s) & studcnt(x) & 
br-on-campus(1·, s))) bc-aware(x,p) 
c 	 (G: : student(x) & be-on-campus(x))(( Usually, : s : 3y(ghost(y) 
&: be-on-campus(y,s))) be-nware(:r.p)) 
d. 	 (Usually,: s: 3y(g!tost(y) & bt-on-campus(y,s)))((G:: .s/11drnt(1·) 
& b,-on-campus(.r.s)i bc-mcare(x,p)) 
The effect t l1at bare plurals hal'e on the individuation of the domain of quan-
tifi,ation shows that they can impose certain requirements on the context 
w.r.t. which they art> naluatt>d. This is, in fact, what wt> would expt>d if 
th,: nmclmio11 rt>Mhed i11 section :>..:_; is OIi tlie right tr;;ck a11d if w,· ha,T a 
sufficiently fine-grained co11ceptim1 of context. 
2.4.2 Project.ion of the Existential Presupposition  
In the cons<·q11e11t of;, conditional, tlw singular indefinite may havt> an exb- 
tential reading. as in ( IGhJ. 111 the same position, the hart> µlural in (16a)  
has only the 1rniven,al reading. l\foreover. (l(ia). but not (1Gb), S('<·ms to pw- 
suppose that there art~ students with cor111ectirn1s in the police department in  
all campww, in the domain of quantification. This must be benu1se of the 
existential presupposit.ion associatPd with the hare plural. 
(IG) a. 	 Csually, if a ghost is present 011 a campus, students with police 
connect ions are aw;ire of the danger. 
b. 	 lisually. if a ghost is [>r<·s('nt on a campus, a stude11t with police 
connections is aware of the danger. 
7 According to (15c). every student on the campus is s11d1 that he/she w;,s awilre of most 
app<>arnnc<>.s of a ghost. 
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Let us first see that the existential presupposition associated with the bare 
plural on its special reading is projected in the usual fashion in conditional sen-
tences. Indeed, (17a) and (17b) as a whole presuppose that there are students 
with connections in the police department. 8 
(17) 	 a. If students with connections in the police department are aware of 
the danger, they will inform the rest. 
b. 	 If a ghost is present on the campus, students with police connections 
are aware of the danger. 
Assuming the account of presupposition projection proposed by Karttunen 
(1974) and Heim (1983), the existential presupposition associated with the 
bare plural in the consequent of (16a) affects the domain of quantification as 
follows. Given that the presuppositions of the consequent must be entailed 
by the previous context augmented by the local context provided by the an-
tecedent, the existence of students with connections in the police department 
must be entailed for each choice of campus and occasion of a ghost's presence 
on a campus. Therefore, we assume either that there are no campuses without 
students with police connections, or if such campuses exist, that they are not 
in the domain of quantification. 
2.5 Functional Reading with Stage-Level Predicates 
The universal reading of bare plurals also shows up with stage-level predicates, 
in purely episodic contexts. The sentences in ( 18) are ambiguous: on one 
reading, they are synonymous with the corresponding ones in ( I 9), on the 
other, they are understood as involving the totality of the entities specified 
by the NP. On the latter reading, for example, (18a) is a statement about all 
(relevant) linguistic theories and (!Sb) is a promise about all (relevant) details. 
(18) a. 	 Linguistic theories have posited abstract representations. 
b. 	 Details will be presented tomorrow. 
(19) 	 a. There are linguistic theories that have posited abstract representa-
tions. 
b. 	 There are details that will be presented tomorrow. 
Similarly, (20) can be understood either as an existential statement about 
some opponents and proponents of the approval, or as a statement involving 
8 The conditionals in ( 17) are meant to be one-case conditionals, so the implicit necessity 
operator (assumed to be present in all conditionals) is to be taken as having an epistemic 
modal base. Also, in ( I 7b) the presupposition is inherited by the whole conditional under 
the assumption that the presence of a ghost makes no difference one way or another with 
respect to the existence of students with police connections on the campus. 
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the totality of the opponents and proponents of the approval. Moreover, the 
totality effect asso<"iated with the second reading is independent of the kind 
of predication involved. Uolh readings allow for a distibutive or a collective 
pr<'dication. 
(20) 	Although the odds still seem to favor Senat<· approval of Thomas, oppo-
nents redoubled their effort and tried to dehty a floor vote on confirmation 
... Proponents, in contrast., d<'man<led a vote IH'Xt week. 
(San Francisco Chronic/1, Sept. 28, 1991) 
That the universal reading is present in purely episodic contexts is surpris-
ing and problematic for all existing theories of ban· plurals and the individual/ 
stage-level contrast. Let us consider, for instance, the theory of Kratzer (1989) 
and Diesing (1990). On that theory, if a predicate is stage-level, it rnntains 
a davidsonian variable, aml in order for an indefinitP not to receive ,l.11 exis-
tential reading it would have to be outsidP the domain of existential closure. 
More concretely, (21a) is the LF' representation rnrresponding to the structure 
in which the indefinite has n•mained within the domain of existential closure; 
depending on the predicate, \\'P can have a distributive or a collective reading. 
(21 b) and (2Jc) are the LF representations corresponding to the structure in 
whirh th<:> indefinite has mowd outside the dornaill uf existential closure. 
(21) a. (ln/ol'E-now(I) & :h (proponents(X) &·. demand-votc(X.l)) 
(distributive and collective reading) 
b. (C::: proponrnl(;r) & before-now(/)) :3,, (I' :S: l & donand-vott(x,l')) 
(distributive reading) 
c. 	 lw/ol'f-now(l) & proponents(X) & :3 (demand-vote(X, I)) 
(uninterpretable) 
An i11ddinit.,• outside Ihe do111ain of existential closure must h<' bound by an 
opNator: otlwrwise. tl1e sent(•nn• would be 11ni11lerprrtable sill('<' indefinites 
u,m1ot be ,e,in·n a \·alue by 11H' ('U11kxt of use.'' Let us, in fa('t. assume lliat 
there is an opera! or with all the provisions needPd to covPr the problems dis-
cussed earlier. 10 An operator. as in {21b), would give 11s the universal reading 
91n tlw syst<'rn or !leim (1982) in Chapter IL op<'rMor i11dexing m;,kPs rcf..rcnce to indef. 
initeness, thne is text-level existential closure aud the context or use is assumed to supply a 
value for ;wy frve rnriahlP (sine,' c,nly definites may rnd up as fr,,,, variahles). Ju the system 
(d' h'.ratz,,r (!H8H), by 1'(ll1lra•..;:1, (ipr•ra!tns bmd all frt•t· variahk~ 111 th('ir r<·~tridinn, th('rl' i:-; 
uo text.-levd exi .... tt'ntial clrnmre and. a..<., ,.t \Oll!:eiCquenet.•. frc,· variables must be d1suirninated 
as to whether !lwy corr<'spond to indefinites or not 
1°For C'af.e;-. with no iteratiVt~ rea<ling we would. in addition, have to ensure that the 
operator bind~ only the variabl,• of I he indefinit,, aud 1101 the davidsonian variable. See the 
pre,·ious footnote for why this is a problem. 
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but it would, in addition, force a distributive reading. Thus, an analysis along 
the lines of Kratzer and Diesing predicts that the existential reading occurs 
with either a distributive or a collective predication while the universal read-
ing occurs only with a distributive predication. However, both (20) and (22), 
which contains a purely collective predicate, can be interpreted as involving a 
single group and a single eventuality. 11 
(22) Proponents met to discuss their strategy. 
The crucial observation is that the universal reading is systematically re-
lated to a presupposition of existence. 12 It is not a consequence of some 
pragmatic conversational implicatures. For example, (23) does not acquire 
a universal reading in a context in which I utter it while looking outside the 
window, having Pvery reason to believe that all the clogs I can see are all the 
dogs tearing up my backyard, and in which the hearer is aware of that fact. 
(23) Dogs are tearing up my back yard. 
Nor is the universal reading an artifact of the interpretation of determinerless 
NP's since when the bare plural receives an existential interpretation and there 
is an assertion of existence, there is no totality effect present. 
2.6 Overview 
The issues raised by the facts we have considered so far are as follows. 
[l J If a contextually restricted implicit operator is responsible for the univer-
sal reading of the bare plural in ( 4b ), then the contextual restrictions cannot be 
supplied simply by the context of utterance. This was shown by the excluded 
readings of (7d), (8), (10b), (13c), and by the fact that in certain quantified 
contexts the implicit operator must have narrow scope w .r.t. another operator, 
like the adverb of quantification usually in (14). 
[2] How can we characterize the presupposition of existence that is present? 
This is a problem we have to address regardless of whether we give an operator 
analysis for the bare plurals in (4b). (7d), (8), (14b) or not since the existential 
presupposition also has the effects witnessed in (11), (16a), (17), (18), (20), 
(22). 
[3] If there is no operator, how is the bare plural interpreted? 
[4] If we analyze the bare plura.l as a plain indefinite, then how does it differ 
from the singular indefinite or other plural indefinites ((6), (lld-f), (J6b)) and 
why does it appear to be in free variation with the corresponding definite in 
certain contexts ((4c), (llc))? The definite in (4c) and (llc) must be felicitous 
by virtue of accommodation. But if both a definite and an indefinite NP are 
11 A similar argument can be made with respect to individual-level collective predicates. 
12 1n Diesing's theory, while it is true that an indefinite presupposes existence iff it under-
goes QR, there is no way to interpret QR'ed indefinites not bound by an operator. 
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acceptable i1t precisely the sarr1,· context an<l with the sat11t' semantic effect 
whilt docs tliiit indicate about t.h('ir respective reli('ity conditions': 
[Sj Ou tlw other hand, we do not. want the bare plural lo be a disguised 
ddinitc dP:;crip1io11 or ti"· usual sod either. Again (7d), (8), (!Oh) and (13c) 
nrnstitu1e e\·id,·nce against such an approach. lf \I'(' analy;,cd thos(' instanres 
of b;,w plumb as disguised definite descriptions, we would run into the same 
proh!,·11, WP did assuming ;in implicit operator; on thf' op.-•rn1or ana]y;,is W<' 
have to ,rns11Tr the qu<"s(ion 11·hat kinds or contextual restrictions aw accPpt-
able, on the disguised defi11ite dPscription analysis the question what kinds 
of anl<'<·edf'nt s are acc<'ptable. \Ve are, huwPver, h<:'tter off with r,-,spect to 
quilntification,,I cotJtexts 1'1 and the presnppos1tio11 projection eil'ect.s. 
l ll'ill slrik<' a balanc,• by analyziug hare phmds as i11ddinilt> descriptions 
whkli alwa\·s r,·riuin• a 11<•\TI ind,·x but. which can 1,,-. felicito11s in a wid<'r ra11g<· 
uf co11l('Xis ih,-,11 stand;,rd iml('fiui1.<_·s. The universal ri•ading ,l11ich is ,,s,;oci-
at.Pd with a pre,npposi t iDIJ of exist PllCf' afr,es when the ban· pl urn! is cvalua t ('d 
w.r.t a contt'xt entailin~ its dcscript.iv(' content, in ;, sense to I)(' made· prt'cise. 
I will cast t lw ;111alvsis within Il,e lilf• ,hang<· tl1f'or\' "f lkirn ( I !l.-;2) li111 in or-
dt'r to allow for 1h<' possibility of indefinit,·s ll'hich i\J'(' Celi< itous 1,·.r. t. conkxb 
entailing their descripti1·,.. rn11te1ll certain re1·isions will ha\'(' to he, made. 
3 Tlie Novelty /Familiarity Theory of Definite and Indefinite NP's 
In th,· fit(' rl1a11ge theory. ll'hirli lllld('f'lil's llci111's wwelty/familiarity analysis 
of ddinifr·, and indcfinit,.,. the intNpn'tatinn of a giv<'fl element is provided 
by sp<',ifying its fih· cliang<' pot,,ntial. TIJP file changp potE'nti,1) is a function. 
possibly partial. from files to fil<'s. Fil(', model sf'ma111i, con\Pxt.s and ilf<' 
C'O!lsl rued a., pairs co11sis( iug nf a Sf't. of llill ural munlwrs, th(· domain c,f the fi)p 
Dom( FJ, and a ,ct of assignmf•nt f,rnction-pussible ll'orld pairs. the s,,tisfact.ion 
Si't oft lie file S,,t(F). Tlw ff'licit~· rnnditions an E'l<"m,·nt ma\' lw associaled with 
specir,r tlw rnnditio11s under which th<' f1111ction from fiks to fil<'s is defined. 
fhe felicity CU!l{litwns ,hs,Kiated \'.Ith d,,finite and i111ldinite NI'\ a,r,-, co\"CI'Cd 
by tli,· Exten,kd-'.\'ovclr .,·-Familiarity-Condition (}kim 198'.!. :J(i9 70). 
(:.'·l) Exn::,.;01:p :\"on.1:rY E\\111.IAHlTY-C'ONDITIO'.\: 
For o lo li<' fdicituus l\',r.t. it file F. for ('\'NY '.\rl', 111 r,, it must be tlw 
casf' tlrnt: 
a. if T\/f', is [ def], then 1.;fDom(F): 
b. ii' NI', is [+dd]. tlwll iEDom(F) ,ind if \I', is a r.,rrnula, F entaib 
:\"P,. 
,\n NP i, 1+d<'fJ i!T {;1) it:; indl'x is in tll<' durnaill of tlw fik, (h) its d<'-
scripti\"<' conll'llt is <'ntailf'd by the fil('. The fa111iliarit.y of th<' dcscripti\'(' 
13 1.ik<' narww-,,·ope ddi11ites, ban• plurals would be gPHing a dependent rea,ling. See 
llt·im {1DB?) for discns~ion r,f narro\\'-.;,,·01w drfl11iti·s 
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content condition captures the intuition that clefinites presuppose their de-
scriptive content. The two conditions jointly imply that in order for NP; to 
be felicitous w.r.t. context F then iEDom(F) and, for all (aN,w)ESat(F), a; is 
N in w (taking N to correspond to the common noun predicate of the NP). 
An NP is [-clef] iff (a) its index is not in the domain of the file, (b) its 
descriptive content is not entailed by the file. The novelty of the descriptive 
content condition captures the intuition that indefinites assert their descriptive 
content. The two conditions jointly imply that in order for NP; to be felicitous 
w.r.t. context F then i\l'Dom(F) and there is some (aN,w)ESat(F) such that 
a; is not Nin w. 14 
There is, however, no necessary logical connection between the index con-
dition and the descriptive content conclition. 15 In Heim's system, the descrip-
tive content condition for novelty is a consequence of the index condition by 
Condition B, a stipulated general condition on files, while for familiarity, the 
familiarity of the index follows from the descriptive content condition given 
Condition B. 16 Condition B ensures that a file does not cross-reference to non-
existent discourse referents: 17 sequences in the satisfaction set of a file must 
agree exactly on the indices already in the domain of the file and can vary 
everywhere else. Formally, it is stated as in (25) (Heim 1982, 304). 
(25) 	 CONDITION I3: 
For every file F, for every n\l'Dom(F): if aN and bN are two sequences 
that are alike except insofar as a11 ib11 , then aNESatw(F) iff bNESatw(F), 
for all worlds w. 
With Condition B Heim gets the novelty of the descriptive content of an in-
definite NP for free, given the novelty of its index, and can tie together the 
felicity conditions for the index and the descriptive content of a definite NP 
so that the relevant assignment functions assign the right kind of entity to the 
right index, namely the index corresponding to the referential index of the NP 
is assigned to an entity of which the predicate of the NP holds. 
The intuitions captured this way are the following two equivalences: (a) 
an NP asserts existence iff it introduces a new discourse reft>rent, (b) an NP 
14This is actually not strong enough, as it would allow for a context in which all words 
contain individuals which are N; it could be strengthened so as not to depend on the 
assignment for the index of the NP, along the lines of fn.15. In any case, as we will see 
shortly, Heim does not need to specify a felicity condition requiring the non-entailment of 
descriptive content for indefinite NP's because of a general constraint she imposes on files. 
151n principle, a file can entail, for example, that there is something that is a cat without 
having a fixed assignment for the index of the NP. Given that a file F entails a formula 
,P ifT Sat(F)~Sat(F+,P), a file F would entail the open formula 'x is a cat' iff for every 
(aN ,w)ESat(F) there is some j such that a, is a cat in w. 
16This is actually true only for NP's with non-trivial descriptive content. 
17 Discourse referents correspond formally to indices in the domain. 
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presuppos<'s existence iff it is ;inaphoric on an already existing discourse ref-
erent. The evid(·11n' from thf' 1.,,],a\·ior of hitre pl11ra.l, dis,nss(·d in sedioll 2 
argues that we must allow for NP's which pn•suppose existence bul introduce 
a 1ww disrnurse refr•rent. Empirically, t.lwrE'for<', the biconditional in (a) fails 
in the leftward dirf'ction - if ,tn NP introduces a new discourse n-f<'rent, it is 
not necE'ss;;rily the case thal it asserts existence18 and the binmditional in 
(b) fails i11 the rightward direction - if an NP presupposes existence, then it is 
'1not. rwccs,;irik t IH' casP that ii is a1rnphoric. 1 :\t ,\. s(,rncwbat more t.<·chniod 
level, Condition U i111pusc:, the following restriction: no conditions i11volving 
individu;ds rnn he plan•d 011 worlds in tlie common ground except through 
discourse referents. This restriction we now havP reason to reexamine, and are 
tlwrdorc forced to abandon Condition B. 
If we allow for NP's to lw associated with a single felicity condition, how-
e\·cr, we ran 110 kJ11g!'l' eXJlr<'SS thf' Pntailment or non-entailment of the descrip-
tivf' contl'11I of ,111 NI' in !l'rms uf F (•ntailing or 110( ,·nt.ailing th<' \P (111m(· 
accuratdy, a formula r<'constrnrtihle from the NP). But then what exactly 
sbould a fik ('ntail for a gh·,·11 J\:P'? As I will show in the llE'Xt s,·ctinn, we havt> 
lo appeal lo lht> notion of a filP Pnta.iling anotht•r file. 
4 Weak Novelty 
I propos,' t hill bare plmals are i11definites which are associated only with an 
index felicity condition. Consf•quently, they an~ felicitous both w.r.t. files that 
do not entail their descriptiw• content and w.r.t.. files that do. In the former 
case, bare plurals have t.he n111ge of interpn•t.af ions standard indefinites do, i11 
thC' latt('r, tlwy acquire th(' special uni\'('rsal reading. Files of tlw latter type 
;in· restrict,•d to cntll(' about onlv 1111dcr certain cirn1mstances. 
Let (2(i,,) and (2Gh) be tlw LF l"('(ll'l'sentations of (4a) and (JI,), respec-
tively. and F th(' file obtain,·,.! after the uttNa11ce of (·1a). 
(26) a. ylw8f(.rm) ,\: r·11m1111,(.r1 ) &- ha11nl(.r,,1 ,:r1,:ri) & in-1985(.ri) 
b . .s/1u/rnl(:r,j &. bc-,w·rm (.ri,P) 
(;iv,·11 that it is pa.rt of gennal h,1ckgro11nd k11owkdge that (·ampnscs haw 
students, 11·c r,m assmne tlw existence of a ftmc( ion / st udent which assigns to 
each campns i11 the universf' of discourse the maximal collection of students in 
that campus. as in (27). 20 
(27) 	f' t<" 1"lf: {.r: .r IS a Cillfl()US} __, {} ) · is the maximal collection of 
stu,l<-11ts on 1·} 
''In other words. it does not a.,,Prl .. ,istence w.r.l. ;;II tf.-Iicitous) conkxls 
'"It. is not anaphoric w.r.t. to all (fdicitous) contexts. 
2°Cont.<'xt,wlly s1tlient functions have been invoked fort.he analysis of pronouns (Cooper 
1979, F:ng<lahl 1986, Heim 19!!0, ( :hierchia 1!)!)2, rntcr alia) and indefinil<' '.\P's wit.h tlw 
modifier rcr/a,n (llintikka l!)t<ti). 
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Given the existence of such a function, the file obtained after the utterance of 
( 4a) may be incremented as in (28), whereby its domain remains unchanged 
and its satisfaction set is changed to include pairs whose worlds are such that 
some individual is the value J•tudent assigns to the campus of ( 4a). 21 
(28) 	 Dom(Ft) = Dom(F) 
Sat(Fi) = {(aN,w)ESat(F): 3 k: kiDom(F) and ak=f'tudent(aj) in w} 
With this move we have ensured that F 1 contains the information, not con-
tained in F, that some individual satisfies the descriptive content of the NP 
students for all worlds in the common ground. However, F 1 does not entail 
student( xi) if iiDom(Fi) since the assignment to i can be anything whatso-
ever. 
If bare plurals require that their index be novel but can be felicitous with 
respect to contexts entailing their descriptive content, then the incrementation 
in (29), from F 1 to F 2 = F 1 +(26b), can be defined, as long as iiDom(F1 ). 
(29) 	 Dom(F2 ) = Dom(F 1 ) U {i} 
Sat(F2 ) = { (aN ,w)ESat(F t): a;= f'tudent( a1 ) and a; is aware of the danger 
in w} 
In a context entailing existence, the individuals to satisfy the uttered sentence 
have to be found amongst those whose existence has been established that 
way. The effect of the assertion of the indefinite is to fix the assignment for i, 
i.e., to introduce a new discourse referent. The novelty of the index accounts 
for why we do not get anaphoric readings with bare plurals, as shown by (7d), 
(8), (10b) and (13c).22 
Note that we need to appeal to the existence of a salient function relating 
campuses and the maximal collections of their students for the interpretation 
of the definite in (4c). What we can informally characterize as the 'accommo-
dation of the definite', amounts formally to the incrementation from F to F 1 
seen in (30). 23 
21 Conditions on worlds have to be formulated in terms of assignment functions but this 
does not mean that we are introducing discourse referents through the back door since we 
are not fixing the assignment for any particular index. 
22The novelty of the index excludes presupposed coreference. If it so happens that the 
dormitory in (7) turns out to contain all the students on campus we will have accidental 
coreference. To exclude presupposed coreference and hence the anaphoric reading it suffices 
that some world in the common ground contains some individual that satisfies the descriptive 
content of the NP and is distinct from those individuals given as the value for indices in the 
domain and satisfying the descriptive content of the NP. 
23 The definite as well as the bare plural tolerate exceptions up to a point. I am assuming 
that there is a certain default structure in the construction of the sets which are the value 
of /''"dent. Individuals are assumed to be in that set only if they are not abnormal w.r.t. 
what is predicated of them. The operator analysis discussed in section 2 is no better off at 
accounting for the tolerance to exceptions since the operator needs a trivial modal dimension 
for independent reasons. 
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(30) 	 Dom(Fi) = Dom(F) U {i}  
Sat(Fi) { (aN,w) E Sat(F): ai f""dent(a1 ) }  
However, not any kind of function can be invoked in the incrementation of 
(28); if that were the case, there would be another source for the unwanted 
anaphoric reading in (7d), (8), (10b) and (13c). We must distinguish between 
saliency in the discourse context or the extralinguistic deictic context, on the 
one hand, and saliency arising from general background knowledge, on the 
othf'r. At this point I must stipulate that only saliency of the latter type may 
give rise to the incrementation of the type seen in (28). 24 
For quantificational contexts, like that of (14), we must assume the ex-
istence of functions as in (31) mapping every campus and every occasion in 
which a ghost haunted that campus to the maximal collection of students in 
that campus on that occasion. The satisfaction set of the file incremented by 
(14h) is as in (:32). 
(31) 	Jst udent: { <i·,s>: .r is a campus and s a situation in which a ghost 
haunted .r} -+ {Y: Y is the maximal collection of students on :rat s} 
(32) 	Sat(F + (l4b)) = { (aN,w} ): for most bN such that they agree 
with aN on the Dom(F) and h1 is a situation s in which there is a ghost 
on ai ( ) in wand there is c.,., such that it agrees with bN on Dom(F) 
U { /} and c, is the maximal collection of students on aj in b1 in w it is 
also the case that c1 is aware of the danger in w} 
Now, if bare plurals are felicitous with respect to contexts entailing their 
descriptive content, then the incrt:'mrntation of the type exemplified by (28) is 
always allowed as long as the right conditions of saliency obtain. Hence we do 
not have to say anything special about why bare plurals exhibit the universal 
reading both with individual-level predicates and with stage-level predicates. 
I will leave as an open question what forces the incrementation in the presence 
of individual-level predicates and where the presupposition of existence 
resides. A full answer to this question would have to include an analysis of 
individual-level predicates, a task which is largely independent of my concerns 
in this paper. 
What I have assumed so far is that bare plurals in English differ from run-
of-the-mill indefinites in that they impose a weaker requirement on contexts 
to which they can be felicitously add<>d; they only require that their index be 
novel with respect t.o tlw domain of the file. 25 I propose that indefinites may 
be distinguished according to whether they are weakly or strongly novel. An 
distinction has a precedent; as reported by Krifka ( 1990), it governs the choice of 
definite article in certain dialects of German and in Frisian. 
25 How is maxirnalit.y guaranteed? So far I have built it directly into the analysis so as to 
make the formulation of certain things more straightforward. However, I do not believe it 
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indefinite is WEAKLY NOVEL iff it is associated with an index felicity condition. 
An indefinite is STRONGLY NOVEL iff it is associated both with an index and 
a descriptive content condition.26 The index condition requires that the index 
not be in the domain of the file. The descriptive content condition states that 
a file F would be an admissible context for the addition of an indefinite NP if 
it does not entail the file obtained by incrementing F with the NP (see also 
Heim 1987, fn. 4). 
(33) F 1=F+NP;, where NP; is weakly novel, is defined only if i\l"Dom(F) 
(34) F 1=F+NP;, where NP; is strongly novel, is defined only if both (a) and 
(b) hold: 
a. i \i Dom(F); 
b. F does not entail F+NP; (i.e., there is (aN,w)ESat(F) such that for 
all bN agreeing with aN for all jEDom(F) (bN,w)\iSat(F+NP;)). 
The condition in (34b) requires that there be some world in the world set of 
the file which contains no individuals which satisfy the descriptive content of 
the NP. Requiring simply the non-entailment of NP; would be too weak since 
as we saw w.r.t. (28) F 1 does not entail NP; but it does entail F+NP;. On the 
other hand, if F does not entail F + NP;, then it does not entail NP; either. 
Given this characterization for the entailment of the descriptive content of 
an NP, a weakly novel NP would be strong, in the familiar sense of Milsark 
(1974), in contexts entailing its descriptive content; this is, in fact, what ex-
cludes the universal reading of the bare plural in there-sentences. See Heim 
should be made part of the semantics of the bare plural. For example, here's an alternative, 
where maximality arises as a by-product. Instead of the function in (27), assume we invoke 
the function in (a), instead of the incrementation in (28), we have the incrementation in (b), 
where x is a choice function (a choice function x is such that x(A) E A, for any nonempty 
set A), and instead of the incrementation in (29), we have the incrementation in (c). This 
is the strategy that Gawron, Nerbonne & Peters (1991) and Chierchia (1992) adopt to get 
maximality for E-type pronouns. 
a. /''udenL { x: x is a campus) - {Y: Y is the set of all sets of students on x) 
b. Sat(Fi)={ (aN ,w)ESat(F): 3 k: k~Dom(F) and a,=x(f''"dent(a1 )) in w) 
c. Sat(F2 )={ (aN ,w)ESat(F i): a;=x(f''udent(a;)) and a; is aware of the danger in w) 
Maximality would arise under the assumption that the truth or falsity of what is said should 
not depend on the choice made for the value of x, so the appropriate value for x in this 
case is one that picks out the maximal collection of students. There are alternative ways of 
working this out but I cannot pursue them here. 
26 Can there be NP's with diverging felicity conditions w.r.t. their index and descriptive 
content? Such NP's are conceivable, at least for certain combinations of felicity condi-
tions ( e.g., a condition requiring novelty for the index and one requiring familiarity for the 
descriptive content); whether they actually exist is an open question. 
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(1987) for a formulation of weakness and strength applying directly to NP's 
rather than determiners in the framework of file change semantics. 
5 Weak Familiarity 
Now that we have relativized indefiniteness and uovclty, the question arises 
whether definiteness and familiarity should be relativized as well and whether 
this is to be done along similar lines. What I have said so far should lead us 
to expect that the answer is yes. If an element can have a presupposition of 
existence without nec<:ssarily being anaphoric (that is without being anaphoric 
with respect to every context), then we would expect to find elements whose 
descriptive content must be familiar and which are felicitous both in contexts 
in which tfwir index is familiar and in contexts in which their index is novel. In 
this section I show that definite plura.l NP's in Greek are precisely of that type. 
The crucial contexts in which we can straightforwardly tease apart dcfinites 
with a novel index and definites with a familiar index are quantificational 
contexts. 27 
The distribution and interpretation of r>lura! definites and bare plural in-
definites in Greek parallels only partly that of their English equivalent. In 
non-quantificational contexts bare plural indefinite NP's have an existential 
reading and assert their descriptive content, as in (35a), and definite NP's have 
an anaphoric reading and pressupose their descriptive content, as in (3.Sb).28 
(35) 	 a. Falenes trigirizoun stis aktes.  
\\'halPs a.re-roaming in-the coasts  
·\\'half's are roaming the coast.·  
b. 	 falenes trigirizoun stis aktes.  
the whales arP-roaming in-the coasts  
·The whales are roaming the coast.'  
A striking property of definite plural NP's in Greek is that they can be bound 
directly by quantifiers. In fact. in environments of standard generic quan-
tification, as in (:36), the definite is acceptalile, the bare plural indefinite is 
u n acceptable. 
(36) 	 a. falenes inc thilastika.  
the whales are mamma.ls  
·\Vhales are mammals.'  
Li. 	 *Falenes ine thilastika.  
whales arP mammals  
'\Vhales are mammals.'  
in lkim ( 1982) narrow-scope, dependent definites are, in clfect, bound by 
a quantifier. The cases presented here constitute non-dependent <lefiniks, or if you like 
definites which are only ''modally dependent.'' 
2sGreek bare plurals are strongly novel. See Condoravdi ( 1992) 
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Definite NP's can also be associated with a non-accidental generalization read-
ing, as in (37), which is another indication that they can be bound by the 
implicit generic quantifier. 
(37) 	 Ta meli aftou tou organismou den kapnizoun. 
the members this-GEN the-GEN club-GEN not smoke 
'The members/Members of this club do not smoke.' 
Moreover, as Newton (1979) and Mackridge (1985) have observed, the in-
terpretation of definites depends on the aspectual marking of the verb. Con-
sider the following quotation from Mackridge (1985, 114) with respect to ex-
amples like (38a) and (38b ): "The perfective (referring as it does more to 
specific actions than does the imperfective) may distinguish a definite from an 
indefinite subject. .. The Greek sentences are distinguished by a difference in 
aspect, the English by the absence or presence of the definite article." More 
accurately, the generalization is that if the verb does not exclude an iterative 
interpretation for the eventuality, as in (38c), there is an ambiguity between 
the quantificational reading, correlating with a habitual interpretation for the 
whole sentence, and the anaphoric reading, correlating with an iterative inter-
pretation for the eventuality. 
(38) a. kopeles pethanan noris. 
The girls died-PERF. early 
·The girls died early.' 
b. kopeles pethenan noris. 
The girls died-IMPERF'. early 
'Girls used to die early.' 
c. kopeles evgenan ekso. 
The girls went-IMPERF. out. 
'The girls went out (repeatedly).' or 'Girls used to go out.' 
What distinguishes (38a) from (38b) is that there is an implicit operator in 
(38b ), signalled by the imperfective aspect on the verb, which binds the def-
inite. In (38a) the definite receives its usual anaphoric reading since this is 
a regular episodic context. With an iterative interpretation for the imperfec-
tively marked verb we again get the anaphoric reading for the NP since no 
operator is present.29 
As a first attempt, we might say (along with Mackridge) that the definite-
ness marking on the NP is a superficial feature which should not lead us to 
exact workings of aspect. marking are far from straightforward but we can be 
sure that genericity or habituality requires imperfective aspect on the verb and that in 
episodic contexts we can have either the perfective with a completive interpretation or the 
imperfective with an iterative interpetation. 
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believe that such NP's are necessarily definite. In this vein, we may assume 
that in Greek we have two kinds of plural indefinites, an indefinitely marked 
indefinite and a definitely marked indefinite, and we can make provisions so 
that indefinitely marked indefinites are always in the domain of existential 
closure, say the VP or the focus domain, while definitely marked indefinites 
are always outside of that domain. This way, however, we cannot have an 
explanation for why definitely marked indefinites can never have a purely ex-
istential reading and for what differentiates definitely marked and indefinitely 
marked indefinites bound by a quantifier. 
\Ve are now in a good position, both conceptually and technically, to ap-
proach the issue from the opposite direction. That is, we can interpret definite-
ness in Greek in such 11 way that definites can be bound directly by quantifiers. 
From the perspective of the novelty/familiarity theory of definiteness and in-
definiteness, this would ,unotrnt to allowing the index of a definite to be novel 
so that quantification may work as in Heim's system, while at the same time 
requiring the familiarity of the descriptive content so as to make the definite-
ness marking non-arbitrary. The evidence that this is the right approach to 
take comes from the apparent free variation between definites and indefinites 
in modal contexts. Consider 09), where both the defrnite and the indefinite 
can be bound by the modal prepi. 
(39) 	 a. 'fn pedia nw kolitikes arrosties prepi na benoun edo mesa. 
The children with iufr'Clious diseases must enter-SUBJ here in 
·The childrm/Childrrn with infectious diseases must enter in here.' 
b. 	 Pedia me kolitikes arrosties prepi na benoun edo mesa. 
Children with infectious diseases must enter-SUBJ here tn 
·Children with i11fectious diseases must enter in here.' 
While both ( 39a) and ( 39b) may express a generalization over potential, not 
just actual, individuals, (39a) presupposes that all the worlds m the modal 
base of the deontic modal contain children with infectious whereas 
(:39b) is neutral on this score. 
I propose that definites may be distinguished according to ,vhct.her they are 
weakly or strongly familiar and that plmal definite NP's in Greek are weakly 
familiar. A definite is WEAKLY FAl,IILIAR iff it is associated with a descriptive 
content condition. A definite is STRONGLY FAMILIAH iff it is associated both 
with an index and a descriptive content condition. The index condition spec-
ifies that the index must be in the domain of the file. The descriptive content 
condition states that a file F would be an admissible context for the addition 
of a definite NP only if it entails the file obtained incrementing F with NP. 
(40) 	 where NP; is weakly familiar, is defined only if F entails  
F+NP; (i.e .. for every <av.w>ESat(F) there is a bN agreeing with aN  
for a.I! jEDorn(F) such that <h,v,1c>ESat(F+NP,)).  
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(41) 	 F 1=F+NP;, where NP; is strongly familiar, is defined only if both (a) 
and (b) hold: 
a. iEDom(F); 
b. F entails F+NP; (i.e., for every <aN,w>ESat(F) there is a bN agree-
ing with aN for all jEDom(F) such that <bN,w>ESat(F + NP,)). 
If F does not entail F+NP;, then it does not entail NP; but not vice versa; if 
iEDom(F) and F entails F+NP;, then F entails NP;. 
6 Conclusion 
In this paper I have argued for a more fine-grained theory of novelty and famil-
iarity and for not a.lways tying both the index condition and the descriptive 
content condition to definiteness and indefiniteness, based on evidence that 
there are indefinites presupposing their descriptive content and definites with 
a novel index. Indefinite NP's always introduce a new discourse referent and 
definite NP's always presuppose existence. 
The set of admissible contexts for weakly novel NP's properly includes the 
set of admissible contexts for strongly novel NP's and the set of admissible con-
texts for weakly familiar NP's properly includes the set of admissible contexts 
for strongly familiar NP's. Hence weakly novel NP's have the whole range of 
readings that strongly novel NP's do (plus more) and weakly familiar NP's 
have the whole range of readings that strongly familiar NP's do (plus more). 
If all indefinites are at least weakly novel, then the basic property shared by 
all indefinites must be that they are never anaphoric. If all definites are at 
least weakly familiar, then the basic property shared by all definites must be 
that they never assert existence. 
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